Self-localizing stabilized mega-pixel picoliter arrays with size-exclusion sorting capabilities.
We report on a liquid self-localizing process capable of producing Mega-pixel arrays of picoliter volumes on a 1 cm(2) area, within seconds, for high throughput sampling. The chip is based on principles of spatially varying wetting and stabilization. The key is to develop differential surface contact regions, which lead to both localization of the solution and increasing the surface adsorption energy to further pin the liquid to the surface, as highlighted by other studies. By exploiting surface roughness for enhanced wettability, we demonstrate wetting of wells with the aspect ratio of 100. The high precision of reactive ion etching (RIE) of silicon substrates allows for an extremely reproducible method of preparing the array of identical well structures and increased contact area to increase surface adsorption in the wells. "Dynamic wetting" is then readily achieved through inducing contact line instability by simply moving a drop of liquid on the top surface of the array. Liquid samples self-localize into the array pattern with the associated liquid flow leading to self-localization of suspended particles or analyte. The resulting picoliter volumes are both spatially ordered and stable for long periods of time, even for such small volumes, to permit selective measurements of the contents. This development will be particularly important in the assembly of the massive amounts of crystalline particles needed for atomically resolved structural dynamics using the latest advances in high number density electron and X-ray sources.